“Restored” (detail) wall adornment, 2020
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“Contemplation” necklace, 2020

Since ancient times, people have created and worn jewelry.
The first pieces were made from readily available natural
elements such as animal bones and teeth, feathers and
even leaves. Eventually, the pieces included metals and
found stones.
Dawna Gillespie is a metalsmith and jewelry artist whose work is
inspired by her soul. She designs extraordinary and distinctive statement
pieces — wearable artworks with a message, as well as expressive ornaments
for the home. Each piece she creates is one-of-a-kind, never-duplicated and
holds special meaning for her. Her adornments are classified as fine craft,
as they are hand-fabricated from copper and brass using a jeweler’s saw.
“Throughout my life and experiences, I’ve learned we need to guard
our hearts,” she says. “I view my art as kind of a shield covering the heart
and soul. My work is based on both joys and trials and tribulations in my
life. I want to translate experiences into something beautiful to give back
to the world.”
The shapes and motifs that she uses represent different aspects of her life.
She uses a sequence of lines, rounded edges, open spaces and overlapping
elements — all left to interpretation but perhaps representing relationships,
emotions, movement and change, all at the same time. They also have a
decidedly feminine feel — beautiful and strong.
Just like the artist, her works are authentically original. They represent
her passion for her art.
“The overall theme of my work is life,” Gillespie says.“My pieces are both
introspective and retrospective. One important influence is my relationship
with my husband.”
Gillespie was a high school senior when she met her future husband,
Robert Gillespie, on a blind date. It was at a high school football game
between their rival schools, her Valley High School Patriots from Turkey,
Texas, and his Matador High School Matadors. The two became inseparable
and married five years later.
“Robert and his entire family are all Red Raiders, so they definitely
influenced me to go to Texas Tech, especially since I was a first- generation
college student,” Gillespie says. “Robert has both bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in agricultural and applied economics (2004 and 2006, respectively).
He is a manager of Wylie Implement and handles the company’s guidance
system inventory, among many other responsibilities, for a 250-mile radius
in West Texas.”
Another tremendous influence on her designs is the couple’s sevenyear-old son, Calder.
“We’re raising our son to be independent. I want him to know that the
one thing that he has that nobody else has is him — his voice, his mind,
his story, his vision. We want him to observe and learn, so we don’t allow
him to have electronics such as an iPad or phone at this age. We want him
engaged in the world around him and to ask lots of questions. We don’t
want him to feel he has to go with the crowd.
“My son is a huge driving force for me. I want to leave him a legacy of
individuality, craftsmanship, reverence for craft and giving something back
that has meaning.”

“Tribulation” (back) necklace, 2018

“Luminous” earrings, 2021
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Jewelry and home decor are popular gifts to
show love or pride in an accomplishment.

The metalsmith at her bench,
where her adornments come to life.

The design area of Gillespie’s studio.
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These objects may also represent family traditions. Perhaps
a piece communicates one’s beliefs or affiliations. Some
may signify power, wealth or position. Of course, people
most often wear jewelry or place an object in their
personal spaces because of its beauty or other appeal.
As with most artists, the creative process is as
important as the finished adornment. Being true to
herself is vital to Gillespie.
“The process is why I create; it is where my soul
comes to life for others to enjoy,” she says.
All of Gillespie’s work is done by hand — no machinery
or automation for her. After she cuts the metal shapes
that she fashions into works of art, she files every shape
so it is smooth enough to adorn the body. Then, the artist
hand draws designs onto the metal for the next process,
etching. This step adds a lot of texture to her work.
Once she is finished sawing, filing and etching, the
metalsmith places the individual shapes in a container
and covers them with dirt, leaves and an ammonia/rock
salt mixture. These elements remain on top of the pieces
for several hours to kick start the natural oxidation in
copper so that it acquires a beautiful verdigris patina.
“I only use copper, brass and velvet in my pieces,” she
says.“I like the way these elements age and weather. The
metal’s oxidation and patina process ties in with what
human bodies go through naturally. Both become more
beautiful as they age.”
Afterward, Dawna takes the completed individual
shapes and arranges them to form the adornment. Lastly,
she cold-connects all the shapes with hand fabricated
rivets. She mentions that she may spend 20-80 hours on
an adornment before it is completed.
“There are times after I finish a piece that my arms
are sore from the work,” she says.
That hard-earned pain represents the painstaking
process the artist uses to ensure the sensational craftsmanship. The exquisite detail is one aspect of Gillespie’s
artwork that has gained her a following. She has collectors
and fans all over the country.
“Dawna is just fabulous,” says Kelli Phillips, who
co-hosts the popular TV show ‘Texas Country Reporter’
with her husband, Bob Phillips. “She wouldn’t be her
without her jewelry — it fuels her.”

After Dawna designs each adornment,
she then begins the hand fabrication
process by sawing out each shape
using a jeweler’s saw.

She then files every shape
so it is smooth enough to
adorn the body. Sawn out
shapes will become earrings
and ornaments

“I only use copper, brass and velvet in my pieces. I like the
way these elements age and weather naturally. The metal’s
oxidation process ties in with what human bodies go through
naturally. Both become more beautiful as they age.”
“Rejuvenation” (detail) necklace, 2018

“Invigorated”
ornament, 2019

“Restored” wall adornment, 2020

“Devotion” cuff, 2020
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Gillespie by her 10 x 20
booth at the TCR Festival.

DAWNA GILLESPIE
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The exquisite detail is one
aspect of Gillespie’s pieces
that has gained her a
following. She has collectors
and fans all over the country.

Gillespie was featured in a 2020 segment of the show
called “Let the Copper Dust Fly.”
“Her work is very special because it is all done by hand,”
Phillips adds.“There are no machines going in her studio. She
cuts all the metal with a little hand saw and files it by hand.
“We just love Dawna. She is one of our TCR Family, people
who have shared their stories on the show.”
Each year for 25 years, “Texas Country Reporter” has
hosted the annual one-day TCR Festival at the Waxahachie
City Square. It features members of the TCR Family who
offer their handmade, one-of-a-kind, juried wares to the
public. Dawna has been part of that event, which hosts 300
artisans and vendors and 50,000 to 60,000 guests.
After her “Texas Country Reporter” episode aired, Wabi
Sabi, a gallery in Glen Rose, Texas, reached out to Gillespie.
They represented the artist and her entire collection for 2021.
Furthermore, Gillespie’s adornments have been exhibited
at various galleries in Missouri, Tennessee, Pennsylvania,
North Carolina and many other places.
Along with these accolades, she was also featured in
Belle Armoire Jewelry, a national magazine, as the Winter
2019 “Designer Collection” with a 10-page spread. After that
publication’s release, Texas Hill Country Magazine featured
Gillespie in a three-page spread article.
“24 Frames,” a PBS TV series produced by Texas Tech
Public Media, featured Gillespie and her adornments as well.
Another huge nod to her work was being waitlisted
for the Smithsonian Craft Show, the most prestigious fine
craft exhibition in the country, the first year she applied.
Immediately after she received that news, the pandemic
hit, so show plans were sidelined.

“Brilliant” (detail) earrings, 2019

“Contemplation” (detail) necklace, 2020

Gillespie’s love for creative expression began very
early in her childhood.
“I was always dabbling in art and even got in trouble for it sometimes
when I drew on something I shouldn’t have,” she says. “As I got older,
I kept drawing and creating. At one point, I took 60 hours in painting
courses at Dodge City Community College (Kansas).
“I started attending Texas Tech when I was 26 and graduated at
28 with a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts degree in Visual Studies and a Texas
Certification for K-12 Art (2013). I soon realized I had a purpose and
passion beyond the classroom.
“I ended up taking one class in metalsmithing at Texas Tech my last
semester. There was something that I just connected with when I worked
with the metal. I knew it was something I wanted to pursue, so I did.”
That experience was enough to light a fire in her. A new passion was
born. She began teaching herself how to work with metal.
Recently, Gillespie has established an exclusive relationship with
high-end Lubbock boutique Hulla B’Lu to sell her jewelry and adornments
in store. The eclectic shop sells a curated selection of women’s clothing
and accessories, home decor and children’s items.
“Dawna’s work is totally beautiful,” says shop owner Karla Hope, who
has an art degree from Angelo State University.“When she walked in the
door, I was impressed by her work and the style of her work, which is
all by hand. I think it is cool that a local artist would sell her work here,
and I want to support her in the community. Dawna is very talented.”
Gillespie’s work is proof that art is not just visual — below the
beautiful and interesting surfaces are emotions, experiences and beliefs.
Art involves more than what meets the eye — it represents the creator
and that person’s life.

“Compulsion” necklace, 2018

to find out more, visit
dawnagillespie.com
texascountryreporter.com
hullablu.com
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